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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the frame of the A-CINCH project, an informative webpage about project framework, aim and
work structure has been created under the ENEN website.
ENEN is the European Nuclear Education Network and its website can be found at www.enen.eu.
The dedicated A-CINCH webpage can be reached at the following link:
https://enen.eu/index.php/portfolio/a-cinch-project/ .
This action aims to increase the project visibility relying on the ENEN network and the visibility that
can be provided through its website.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ENEN (European Nuclear Education Network) Association is an international non-profit
organization, the mission of which is the preservation and further development of expertise in the
nuclear fields by higher education and training. Today, ENEN has 79 Members and Partners from
25 countries, consisting of a wide range of types of entities: 5 Research Centers, 9 Companies, 55
Universities, 1 TSO and 9 international institutions.
The website www.enen.eu is reached on average by about 10.000 visitors per year.
ENEN has implemented in its website a dedicated section for projects in which ENEN was and is
involved. This section can be found at https://enen.eu/index.php/projects/.
The A-CINCH project is a continuation of the MEET-CINCH project. ENEN has developed a new web
section for it in the format of a new webpage using dedicated theme and the visual effects. The
visual effects are in line with the project aims and purposes and are aimed at picturing the core of
the project and its activities to be developed. This new project dedicated webpage can be accessed
by following this link: https://enen.eu/index.php/portfolio/a-cinch-project/ .
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2 WEBPAGE PURPOSE & STRUCTURE
The A-CINCH project is the latest one in the series of CINCH projects.
Its main aim is to address the lack of interest of the youngest generations towards the field of
Nuclear and Radio Chemistry (NRC).
The main challenge to tackle consists in finding a way to attract more students towards the NRC
field. In order to do so, teachers and young students, especially high school students, need to be
addressed. In order to be attractive to the students, the “learn trough play” concept has been
chosen as reference for the conception of the educational tools.
That explains why the 3D virtual reality and augmented reality will be implemented (a reference to
this technology is present in the project name itself – Augmented Cooperation in Education and
Training in Nuclear and Radiochemistry).
In order to promote the project and increase its outreach, this webpage has been created under the
ENEN website. Relying on the community built by ENEN and its network, having the A-CINCH project
presented here will increase the project visibility.
The webpage has the following structure:
• Header
• Decription of the A-CINCH project, explaining the motivation behind its realisation and the
main challeges to be tackled
• Presentation of the CINCH Hub
• Description of the Innovative Educational Tools which will represent the project outcome
• Decription of work
• Project partners presentation.

2.1 Header
This section presents the project title and explains the name acronym. The background image
(provided by the project partner Otto-Von-Guericke University - OVGU) is an illustration of the
Virtual Radiochemistry Laboratory. It has been used to illustrate the main focus of the project:
“education”.

Figure 1 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, header.
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2.2 Page body
2.2.1 Project description
In this section, the acknowledgement to the European Commission has been introduced.
The section provides information about the project framework, aims and motivation. The activities
which will be stemming from the project are listed and a link to the main project website www.cinchproject.eu is provided.

Figure 2 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, project description paragraph.

Afterwards, a picture summarising the A-CINCH products (intended as activities which will be
produced during the project years), aims and targeted audiences is displayed. Figure 3 shows a
schematic description of the project outputs.

Figure 3 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, summary of A-CINCH products, aim and targeted audiences.
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Figure 3 illustrates the CINCH Hub.
The CINCH Hub will be (not ready at the moment when this report is realeased) the big umbrella
that will link the activities produced along the CINCH projects.
Figure 3 allows also to visualise the main audiences intended for each activity: teachers, high-school
students etc. and the main scope of those activities. Some of them want to raise awarness (e.g. the
MOOC – Massive Online Open Course), others are specifically intended for educational purposes
(e.g. the MOODLE), others provide an opportunity for training (e.g. HoT – Hands on Training).

2.2.2 Innovative Educational Tools
This short section aims to briefly underline the novelty that will carachterise the main project
objective, the realisation of the CINCH Hub. The image wants to show the Virtual Radiochemistry
Lab (VR-Lab) part of the same CINCH Hub.
The CINCH Hub is considered the most important output that A-CINCH will produce because it will
group together all the tools developed in the present and past CINCH projects.
The picture presents the virtual reality laboratory and was made available by the project partner
OVGU (Otto-Von-Guericke University).

Figure 4 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, Virtual Radiochemistry Laboratory illustration
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2.2.3 Organisation of the work
This section summarizes the distribution of the project work among working packages (WP)
organized around project pillars.
The pillars are the biggest shells describing the main aim of the work performed by the WP.
1- Conceiving the Virtual Reality Laboratory (WP1 & 2)
2- Develop, maintain and wrap up the activities which are linked to it. The development refers
to new tools, the maintenance refers to new versions of already existing tools and the
wrapping-up refers to making the same tools ready to be implemented and exploited for the
project aims. (WP 3 & 4)
3- Create and raise nuclear awareness, among those audiences whose attention can be steered
towards the NRC field with the aim to attract and retain more people. (WP 5)
There are two more WP in the project in charge of project management (WP7) and dissemination
(WP6). These two WP have a transversal role and interact with all the project partners to assure the
best possible communication about their activities and proper supervision of the project as a whole.

Figure 5 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, work distribution among WP and project pillars.

2.2.4 Project partners
In this last section, all project partners are introduced. It is possible to find:
•

A table with hyperlinks to the partners institutions websites

•

A map to visualize their location

•

All partener insitutions logos.
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N°

Participant organization name

Short name

Country

1

Czech Technical University in Prague

CTU

Czech Republic

2

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University Hannover

LUH

Germany

3

Politecnico di Milano

POLIMI

Italy

4

Institut Jozef Stefan

JSI

Slovenia

5

Chalmers Tekniska Hoegskola Ab

CHALMERS

Sweden

6

Helsingin Yliopisto

UH

Finland

7

University Of Leeds

UNIVLEEDS

United Kingdom

8

Otto-Von-Guericke University

OVGU

Germany

9

National Nuclear Laboratory Limited

NNL

United Kingdom

10

Institut Mines-Telecom

IMT

France

11

European Nuclear Education Network

ENEN

Belgium

12

University Of Cyprus

UCY

Cyprus
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13

Universitetet I Oslo

UIO

Norway

14

The Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

CEFAS

United Kingdom

15

Evalion s.r.o.

EVALION

Czech Republic

16

M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University

MSU

Russian Federation

17

Instituto Superior Tecnico

IST

Portugal
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Figure 6 A-CINCH project webpage under ENEN, map showing partners institutes location.
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2.2.4.1 Partners logos
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3 CONCLUSIONS
The webpage dedicated to the A-CINCH project under the ENEN website has been implemented to
inform both the general public and specialized stakeholders about the project main aspects, with
the aim to improve the project visibility relying on the ENEN average number of visits of its website.
It will help redirecting visits to the main project website as well, thanks to the provided link.
It will be possible to update the content of the page during the project years.
Finally, reference to the project and associated results will continue to be disseminated beyond the
project termination, as this webpage will be kept live within the ENEN website.

